Hypothesis: Local variations in the speed of individual DNA replication forks determine the phenotype of daughter cells
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Abstract

How a cell coordinates its thousands of different constituents to achieve coherent – but different – phenotypes is far from fully understood. It is clear though that daughter cells with different phenotypes can be generated by the cell cycle, which comprises the events of chromosome replication, chromosome segregation and cell division. In line with this, recent experiments are consistent with an intimate relationship in bacteria between the speed of chromosome replication at a fork(s) and metabolism. The process of chromosome replication progressively changes the copy number of genes and sites in a linear order. This raises the possibility that speeding up or slowing down or even pausing replication for different times at different sites in the chromosome might be combined with various mechanisms leading to local cooperation (for example, the transcription of a gene leading to more transcription of that gene) and to global competition (for example, a gene having to compete with all the other genes for the transcriptional apparatus). If so, such replication-phenotype coupling could produce different patterns of gene expression and metabolic activity. Indeed, replication-phenotype coupling may constitute a powerful and fundamental way of generating coherent phenotypes, that is, phenotypes in which the cell's constituents perform compatible functions (rather than, for example, trying to maintain growth and to shut down growth simultaneously). In this hypothesis, such coupling would involve the dynamics of the spatially extended assemblies of molecules and macromolecules termed 'hyperstructures'. As a prelude to testing this hypothesis, we discuss some of the parameters that will need to be explored by bench experimentation and computer simulation.
1. Introduction

One of the fundamental problems in biology, highlighted by Kauffman (1), is how cells integrate gene expression and environmental conditions to steer their phenotypes in a coherent, reproducible way through the vast space of possibilities apparently available to them. A possible solution is that the phenotype is decided not at the level of thousands of genes but at the level of scores of 'hyperstructures', which are large, spatially extended assemblies of ions, molecules and macromolecules, which are implicated in functions that range from DNA replication and cell division to chemotaxis and secretion, and which are sometimes 'functioning-dependent structures' (FDSs) that only form when their constituents start to function as happens, for example, when an enzyme catalysing a reaction as a result binds to another enzyme in the same metabolic pathway (2–6). This candidate solution requires updating due to the discovery that carbon metabolism in Bacillus subtilis, and almost certainly other bacteria, dynamically affects the initiation and elongation steps of chromosome replication, probably by changing the activity of the enzymes responsible for these steps (L. Janniere, unpublished data). In other words, metabolism appears to be exerting a direct control over the way the chromosome is replicated. This suggests to us a reciprocal relationship in which the way the chromosome is replicated also determines the phenotype. Here we explore this idea and, because chromosome replication is part of the cell cycle, also consider whether changes in the speed of replication by individual forks in particular places might result in daughter cells with different, coherent patterns of metabolic activity.

2. Hypothesis

By slowing or accelerating the elongation step of DNA replication in different regions of the genome, a bacterium generates spatio-temporally different patterns of different genetic elements and correspondingly different patterns of hyperstructures; this results in coherent, metabolically different phenotypes. This differentiation occurs via several mechanisms that are characterised by local synergistic relationships and global competitive ones.

3. Mechanisms

Sources of local positive feedback are based on cooperation and include:

1. the movement of genes during their transcription by RNA polymerase from the nucleoid (where they are relatively inaccessible to RNA polymerase) to a position on the periphery of the nucleoid (where they are easily accessible).

2. the bringing together of different genes or sites on nucleic acids into a hyperstructure by various factors. These factors include (i) protein binding to sites on RNA and on DNA (where the sites may be distant from one another in terms of their position on the chromosome and hence be replicated at very different times, see Corollaries) that then increases the probability of more of these proteins binding (e.g. by raising their local concentration) and (ii) chromosome folding that brings related genes and their products closer to one another.

3. the bringing together of the enzymes in a particular pathway into a 'functioning-dependent', enzymatic hyperstructure due to the affinities of the enzymes for one another that result from the catalysis of their cognate reactions.

4. nucleation phenomena such that, once a critical size has been reached, subsequent
assembly is faster (as observed in the polymerisation of eukaryotic actin in vitro).

5. hyperstructure-assisted hyperstructure formation whereby the formation of one hyperstructure assists the formation of other, phenotypically related, hyperstructures by the binding of constituents of the different hyperstructures to one another – as when a transcription-translation hyperstructure encoding the enzymes in a pathway assists the formation next to it of an enzymatic hyperstructure containing these enzymes – and by favouring particular patterns of folding of the chromosome.

Sources of global negative regulation are based on competition and include the limitations on the:

1. quantities of the transcriptional and translational machinery.
2. physical space within the cytoplasm and membrane.

Local positive feedback and global negative regulation can act via either activation or repression of gene expression and via metabolite-induced or inhibited assembly of functioning-dependent hyperstructures (as well as via other processes such as degradation, various modifications to macromolecules).

3.1. Activation mechanisms

Consider an activator of transcription that has two types of binding site, low affinity and high affinity (empty and filled circles, respectively) distributed as shown in Figure 1.
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**Fig. 1** Transcriptional activation via binding sites. The large circle represents the origin of replication of the chromosome and the bar represents the terminus. The small empty circles are low affinity binding sites for transcriptional activators whilst the filled circles are high affinity binding sites. A and B represent two rest-stops for replication.

This activator can form oligomers such that there is the possibility of *in cis* interactions between the activators binding to the four sites on the top daughter chromosome and, separately, between the activators binding to the four sites on the lower daughter chromosome. Replication must slow down or pause at one – and only one – of two "rest-stops". The parameters here include the number of activators, the number and proximity of sites, the association constants between activator proteins and between activator proteins and their sites (low and high affinity), and diffusion coefficients, all of which contribute to the time taken for activators to interact to form an effective structure to activate transcription. Other parameters include the length of time the replication fork remains at a rest-stop and the time between successive rest-stops (in this simple model, replication is effectively instantaneous between rest-stops and...
stationary at rest-stops; a more realistic model would have regions between rest-stops where replication is relatively fast whilst the rest-stops themselves would be other regions where replication is relatively slow) as well as the position of the gene encoding the limiting factor and whether its own expression is under control of this factor. Here we assume that the activator is being produced so as to yield a constant concentration. If replication pauses at rest-stop A, the two sets of four low affinity sites are in competition with the eight high affinity sites and, depending on the choice of parameter values, this can allow activation of transcription from both the top and bottom chromosomes. If pausing occurs instead at step B, the two sets of low affinity sites are in competition with thirteen high affinity sites and parameter values exist that allow activation of transcription from only one set of the four low affinity sites. The important prediction here is that a broad range of parameter values exists that results in expression from both daughter chromosomes if replication pauses at rest-stop A but only from one daughter chromosome if replication pauses instead at rest-stop B.

There are numerous variants on this theme. The activator need not be a specific protein but could be a species of phospholipid in a domain or localised structures dependent on divalent ions or polyamines or polyphosphates. Indeed, a more general activation mechanism based on a similar principle is when the activator that is limiting is RNA polymerase itself.

### Figure 2

Fig. 2. Transcriptional activation via genes. The small empty circles represent genes that can form part of the same hyperstructure whilst the filled empty circles represent other genes. Other symbols as in Fig. 1.

Consider Figure 2 in which each of the small circles is a gene and in which the four empty circles on the top daughter chromosome can form part of a hyperstructure going into one half of the cell (which will become a daughter cell) whilst the other four empty circles can form part of a similar hyperstructure going into the other half of the cell. Suppose that expression of a gene within a hyperstructure favours its chance of being expressed again and suppose that RNA polymerase is limiting. The competition for RNA polymerase at rest-stop A is between the two potential hyperstructures, each containing four genes, and the rest of the genome containing 24 genes whilst the competition at rest-stop B is between the two sets of four genes in these potential hyperstructures and 44 other genes. The prediction is then as above, namely, that parameter values can be found that allow expression of both (essentially identical) hyperstructures if replication pauses at A and of only one hyperstructure if replication pauses at B.

### 3.2. Repression mechanisms

Now consider a repressor of transcription that has two types of binding site, high affinity and low affinity (filled and empty circles, respectively), distributed as shown in Figure

---

3. This repressor can form oligomers such that there is the possibility of in cis interactions between the repressors binding to the four high affinity sites on the top daughter chromosome and, separately (e.g., because they are in different regions of the cytoplasm due to chromosome folding), between the repressors binding to the four sites on the lower daughter chromosome.
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**Fig. 3.** Transcriptional repression via binding sites. The small empty circles are low affinity binding sites whilst the filled circles are high affinity binding sites. Other symbols as in Fig. 1.

Again, replication must pause at one – and only one – of two rest-stops. If replication pauses at rest-stop A, the two sets of four high affinity sites are in competition for repressor with the eight low affinity sites and, depending on the choice of parameter values, this could allow two discrete repression hyperstructures to form (in which transcription would be repressed, as when LacI binds to the operator and the auxiliary operators of one or more copies of the lac operon) containing the affected genes in both the top and bottom chromosomes. If pausing occurs instead at step B, the two sets of high affinity sites are in competition with thirteen low affinity sites and parameter values exist that allow only one repression hyperstructure to form and hence transcription to be repressed in only one of the future daughter cells. The important prediction here is that a broad range of parameter values exists that results in repression on both daughter chromosomes if replication pauses at rest-stop A but only on one daughter chromosome if replication pauses instead at rest-stop B.

As with the activator scenario, there are numerous variants on this theme. The repressor need not be a specific protein or RNA but could involve a preferential compaction or condensation of the regions containing the genes to be repressed into, for example, a cholesteric phase. To continue in this vein, perhaps the most general repression mechanism would be when the repression is via denial to the space needed for transcription and translation to occur.
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**Fig. 4.** Transcriptional repression via competition for space. The small filled circles represent genes that can form part of the same hyperstructure whilst the small empty circles represent other genes. Other symbols as in Fig. 1.
Consider Figure 4 in which each of the small circles is a gene and in which the four genes (filled circles) on the top daughter chromosome can form part of a hyperstructure going into one half of the cell (which will become a daughter cell) whilst the other four genes (filled circles) can form part of a similar hyperstructure going into the other half of the cell. Suppose that expression of a gene within a hyperstructure favours its chance of being expressed again and suppose that RNA polymerase is limiting. The competition for RNA polymerase at rest-stop A is between the two potential, essentially identical, hyperstructures, each containing four genes, and the rest of the genome containing 24 genes, whilst the competition at rest-stop B is between the two sets of four genes in these potential hyperstructures and 44 other genes. The prediction is then as above, namely, that parameter values can be found that allow expression of both hyperstructures if replication pauses at A and of only one hyperstructure if replication pauses at B.

3.3. Functioning-dependent assembly

Suppose replication pauses between the two sets of genes encoding the enzymes in two different enzymatic hyperstructures, ABCDE encoding enzymes A to E, and FGHIJ, encoding enzymes F to J (Figure 5A). In this case, ABCDE produces an effective repressor of FGHIJ assembly. This repressor may be the product of a gene associated with ABCDE or a metabolite produced by ABCDE or one of the ABCDE enzymes. This absence of differentiation can also be achieved if there is an absence of an activator of FGHIJ, which again could be a gene or a metabolite or an FGHIJ enzyme. Alternatively, replication pauses after replicating the genes encoding the FGHIJ enzymes (Figure 5B). In this case, ABCDE produces an ineffective repressor of FGHIJ assembly. This may be because the repressor is diluted out by the increased number of sites generated by the replication of the strands encoding the FGHIJ enzymes. Again, this repressor may be encoded by the ABCDE enzymes or be a metabolite produced by the ABCDE hyperstructure. Such differentiation may also result from the functioning-dependent start of formation of the FGHIJ hyperstructure, the probability of which is increased by the presence of two copies of the genes encoding this hyperstructure; a possible mechanism of assembly of this hyperstructure would be if the initial metabolites produced by one of the enzymes were to increase the affinities of the constituent enzymes for one another (e.g., of F for G). Important factors would include diffusion of metabolites and enzymes from both hyperstructures as well as chromosome folding and transcriptional noise.
Fig. 5. Hyperstructure-based differentiation resulting from replication pausing. A/ No differentiation. Replication pauses between the two sets of genes encoding the enzymes in two different enzymatic hyperstructures. In this case, the repressor produced by the ABCDE hyperstructure is effective in inhibiting assembly of the FGHJ hyperstructure. This repressor may be an ABCDE gene product or an ABCDE enzyme or metabolite. Alternatively, assembly of a permanent, full, FGHJ hyperstructure can be prevented if the nascent hyperstructure fails to produce sufficient levels of an activator of FGHJ, which again could be an FGHJ gene or metabolite or enzyme. B/ Differentiation. Replication pauses after the genes encoding the FGHJ hyperstructure. In this case, either ABCDE produces an ineffective repressor of FGHJ assembly or a nascent FGHJ hyperstructure produces an effective activator of its own assembly. Again, the repressor or activator may be a gene product, an enzyme or a metabolite. The long, thick, red and blue arrows are parts of chromosomes; the short, thin arrows represent coupled transcription-translation leading to the assembly of hyperstructures (red and blue rectangles); the letters represent enzymes; the dotted rectangles represent potential hyperstructures.

4. Evidence

4.1. Phenotypic diversity. A steadily accumulating body of evidence points to the universality of differentiation in the bacterial world (7-10). The cell cycle (of which, DNA replication is an intrinsic part) is fundamental to this differentiation. Cell division gives a stalked and a swarmer cell in Caulobacter crescentus, a spore and a mother cell in B. subtilis, and a tetrad containing chromosomes in different states in Deinococcus radiodurans. Even populations of Escherichia coli reveal a diversity – that extends to growth rates – that increases the probability that some cells will be ready to profit from new opportunities or survive new dangers (11, 12); this diversity in metabolic activity is not only intercellular but also intracellular (13)(Gangwe Nana, unpublished). The generation of such coherent diversity has been proposed as that one of the primary functions of the cell cycle which produces sister chromosomes with potentially different patterns of gene expression and hyperstructure formation (14-16).

4.2. Variations in the speed of replication. Studies of 'combed' chromosomes from a mutant of E. coli synchronised for replication reveal a heterogeneity in the pattern of replication, consistent with different replication speeds for forks in different regions (17). Different replication speeds along the arms of the B. subtilis chromosome were also detected in exponentially growing WT cells by a marker frequency analysis (L. Janniere, unpublished data). In vitro, individual DNA polymerases from E. coli
were found to have speeds of synthesis that varied ten-fold; around 70 kb was replicated by the leading strand polymerase of a single replisome whilst around 14 kb was replicated by the lagging strand polymerase, moreover these polymerases paused every 19 kb (18). Sequences that slow or halt replication have been found in both *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*. In *E. coli*, a polar DNA replication barrier is formed when the DNA-binding protein Tus forms a complex with any of the four 23-base-pair terminator (ter) sites found in the terminus region of the chromosome (in addition to Tus, other systems exist (19)). In *B. subtilis*, a replication barrier exists near the origin of replication and arrest is dependent upon the RelA protein, the action of which is correlated with high levels of the alarmone, ppGpp (20) but see (21).

Variations in the speed of DNA synthesis at the forks are implicated in many processes, including nutrient sensing via (p)ppGpp (22), replication-transcription conflict (23) (see below) and DNA repair (24). In particular, the time to replicate the chromosome of *Pseudomonas putida* is almost halved in the stress conditions of oxygen deprivation, iron limitation and solvent exposure (25). There is some evidence for the nature of the mechanisms coupling replication speed and metabolism: firstly, in *E. coli*, the velocity of the replication fork may vary from about 1000 to 200 nt/s as a function of the energy contained in the nutrients (26, 27); secondly, the *E. coli* DnaA initiator is genetically linked to two enzymes of the central carbon metabolism that convert pyruvate into acetate (Pta and AckA) (28); thirdly, in *B. subtilis*, the primase and the helicase (key enzymes in replication) appear to interact directly with metabolic enzymes such as pyruvate dehydrogenase (29) (L. Jannière, unpublished), an enzyme that might modulate the activity of the primase (30); fourthly, three *B. subtilis* enzymes that are loaded at the chromosomal replication origin early during initiation and that are known to act on the lagging-strand template in the replicating fork (the DNA polymerase DnaE, the helicase and the primase) (31, 32) are genetically connected to the five terminal reactions of glycolysis (33); fifthly, in *B. subtilis* cells grown in rich glycolytic or gluconeogenic media, at least 12 genes of the central carbon metabolism are important for replication in a medium-dependent manner (L. Jannière, unpublished data).

### 4.3. Location

The location of genes in *E. coli* and related bacteria is highly conserved along the chromosomal origin-to-terminus axis (34). The reasons proposed for the importance of gene location to expression (35-37) include a possible role for transcriptionally silenced regions in isolating chromosomal domains (38) and the need to restrict the diffusion of DNA-binding regulatory proteins, which depends on the location on the chromosome where the protein is synthesized (39). Evidence of just how much location can matter has been shown by several studies. Insertion into the *E. coli* chromosome of lacZ fusions to the *Psal* promoter, along with the cognate regulatory gene nahR from *Pseudomonas putida*, revealed variations that varied with location (40); using the lac promoter in a GFP-reporter construct, a 300-fold variation in expression was found to depend on the location of the construct on the *E. coli* chromosome (41); transfer of the entire origin-proximal operon encoding the global regulator FIS to the vicinity of replication terminus had major pleiotropic effects even though the lowered the fis gene dosage was compensated for by increased fis expression (37); the activity of an H-NS-regulated promoter depended on whether or not it was located in the AT-rich regions of the chromosome known to be bound by H-NS
and this activity also depended on the growth phase and growth rate (42). In *B. subtilis*, one sporulation network of genes is located close to the origin and a second sporulation network is located close to the terminus; this positioning leads to a transient gene dosage imbalance during chromosome replication that produces cell-cycle coordinated pulses of the sporulation master regulator Spo0A and allows cells to decide between sporulation and continued vegetative growth (43). Also in *B. subtilis*, variations in the replication speed recently detected by marker frequency experiments, show that different regions of the chromosome on either side of the origin of replication are present in the population in different proportions and that this gene density heterogeneity is affected in cells mutated in metabolic enzymes (Janniere, unpublished data).

4.4. Hyperstructures. The physical coupling of transcription and translation in bacteria is now widely accepted (44-49). This coupling is responsible for the colocalisation of genes and mRNA in *E. coli* and *Caulobacter crescentus*, which constitutes evidence consistent with transcription-translation hyperstructures existing at different positions along the chromosome (50). A cotranslational assembly or *transsembly* hyperstructure may be consolidated by the interaction of its constituent proteins with one another as suggested by the assembly of nascent LuxB proteins during translation (51); significantly, the efficiency of this assembly is decreased if the genes (from which these luciferase subunits are synthesized via separate messenger RNAs) are located at distant chromosomal sites. Many enzymes operate in the form of *enzymatic* hyperstructures (3) in which interactions within the hyperstructure may again be important for assembly (52). An unstable, enzymatic hyperstructure is responsible for chromosome replication (17, 53, 54). This replication hyperstructure comprises a DnaE–DnaE or PolC–DnaE strand polymerisation complex along with the clamp loader, primase, helicase, and single-stranded binding proteins; the hyperstructure probably catalyses the synthesis of the deoxynucleoside triphosphates *in situ* due to the presence within it of ribonucleoside diphosphate reductase (55). The replication hyperstructure may be disrupted when the replication forks run into a barrier, as may occur when they meet RNA polymerase, which moves along the DNA twenty times slower than the forks. It is believed that replication is much more affected when transcription is in the opposite direction to replication as, for example, highly expressed, long, and essential genes are preferentially located on the leading strand (56). During the fast growth of *E. coli*, extensive ribosomal or 'nucleolar' hyperstructures form in which the constituents of ribosomes are made and probably assembled (57, 58). The collision of the replisome with a ribosomal hyperstructure might slow or halt replication and, not surprisingly, inversion of rRNA genes so as to oppose transcription and replication leads to disruption of DNA replication, loss of genome integrity, and cell death (59).

Activators and repressors that could mediate replication-phenotype coupling can create hyperstructures. The oligomeric DnaA protein, which plays a key role in the initiation of replication (60), also acts as a transcription factor (61). Simulations of DnaA activity in initiation have been made based on the distribution of low affinity binding sites in the origin region and higher affinity sites elsewhere (62). However, the situation with DnaA is much more complex than in our model as presented above. Not only are there several classes of binding sites but also, depending on the position of its binding sites relative to promoters, DnaA can act as an activator, a repressor or a terminator of
transcription. For example, it activates transcription from *nrd* (ribonucleoside diphosphate reductase), *glpD* (aerobic glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase) and *fliC* (flagellin) whilst it represses transcription from *mioC* (biotin synthase), *rpoH* (heat shock sigma factor), *uvrB* (DNA repair), *proS* (prolyl-tRNA synthetase) and *dnaA* itself.

The heat-stable nucleoid-structuring protein (H-NS) is present in around 14000 copies in exponentially growing *E. coli*. In addition to its role in the compaction of the nucleoid (63), H-NS binds specifically to around 250 loci to cause transcriptional repression including that of its own gene; this repression involves an association with RNA polymerase (64). Another regulatory protein, the leucine-responsive regulatory protein (Lrp), interacts with H-NS to form higher order, repressive nucleoprotein structures involved in the repression of rRNA transcription (65).

Finally, the LacI repressor and its binding sites probably constitute a repression hyperstructure (3) that could in principle behave in accordance with our model. In the absence of an inducer such as lactose (or in the presence of the preferred sugar, glucose), the *lac* operon is not transcribed. This is because some of the ten copies per cell of the tetrameric LacI repressor bind with their dimers to the operator *O1* and to two auxiliary operators, *O2* and *O3*, nearby on the DNA; this on-off binding (which is an equilibrium process) increases the local concentration of LacI at these operators if they are close enough and brings them closer still to increase further the local concentration of LacI at *O1* (66). LacI binding to the operators is in competition with that of RNA polymerase to the promoter (since these sites overlap) and, importantly for our hypothesis, "there is some finite level of affinity of the protein for the "correct" site and some lower (but nonzero) and progressively decreasing affinity for other sites with decreasing degrees of homology with the correct one. To the extent that the great preponderance of wrong sites can compete with the regulatory target for protein and thus reduce the free protein concentration, the effective affinity of protein for the correct sites will also be reduced" (67).

### 5. Tests

The lactose operon in *E. coli* is perhaps the best understood of all operons. Its expression can be manipulated and copies of the entire operon, as well as copies of just the operators, can be inserted into different parts of the chromosome (see, for example, (41)). It might be possible to combine measurements based on the *lac* system with use of the *tus* system (as well as other systems (19)) to induce fork arrest in specific regions (68, 69) although this must be done prudently since it can prove lethal (70). Note too that the *lac* system itself might be used as a way of slowing replication (71). The combination of DNA combing and imaging by Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry – the CIS technique – might also prove valuable. CIS offers a powerful way to determine replication speed on the scale of a few kilobases (72, 73) and it should be possible to determine replication speeds in specific regions of the chromosome by using hybridisation, or even just restriction enzyme fragments, to purify these regions for subsequent analysis by CIS.

Such experimental approaches might be combined with simulation approaches. Multi-agent programming is a promising approach to simulating the diffusion and interaction of the often large numbers of enzymes and metabolites present in biological cells (74-76). A stochastic automaton, HSIM, has been developed and used to model the dynamics of a glycolytic hyperstructure (77). To test the feasibility of the hypothesis proposed here, HSIM might be modified to represent linear
genes that can bind RNA polymerases and that can be duplicated; both genes and polymerases would be diffusible, and the effects on gene expression could be investigated by varying the parameters of pausing during duplication, varying the quantity of RNA polymerase, and varying the positive feedback weightings for cooperative RNA polymerase binding and chromosome decondensation. As HSIM takes into account geometry and spatial localisation, it could potentially take into account the effects of the greater accessibility of the region of the chromosome undergoing replication on the probability of transcription occurring. Petri nets might also be used (78). A Petri net is a directed, bipartite, labelled graph, in which events that may occur (transitions) are represented by rectangles and the conditions for these events (places) are represented by circles. Directed arcs run from a place to a transition or vice versa and state which places are pre- and/or post-conditions for the transitions. The places in a Petri net may contain a discrete number of tokens, which can be of different types in the case of a coloured Petri net. In principle, one might design a Petri net containing at least two alternative subnetworks that would be duplicated progressively. There would be a competition for tokens. One class of tokens would represent RNA polymerases/ribosomes, which make themselves, whilst another class would represent enzymes/metabolites. This would allow the investigation of the combined effects of transcriptional noise, which should lead to an increase in a gene product when the encoding gene is present in more than one copy, on catalysis, and of the subsequent reaction product on assembly of a functioning-dependent, enzymatic hyperstructure (Figure 5). Such investigation could also include the relationships between the time needed to assemble an FDS, the time for which replication pauses, and the relative positions of the genes encoding the different hyperstructures.

6. Discussion

How do cells manage to produce not only reproducible phenotypes (out of the hyper-astronomical number apparently available to them (1)) but also coherent phenotypes? How do cells negotiate the cell cycle? And are these questions linked? We have suggested the phenotype is decided not at the level of individual macromolecules but rather at a higher level – that of assemblies of molecules alias hyperstructures (79). We have also suggested that a primary function of the cell cycle is to generate coherent diversity of phenotypes within a population of cells (14, 80). The very fact of having two chemically identical chromosomes in the same cytoplasm creates a symmetry-breaking situation if the genes are in a global competition with one another for transcription by RNA polymerase and if local positive feedback circuits can operate such that a gene that is being transcribed has a greater chance of being transcribed again than one that is silent (81). This "differentiation for free" idea can be revisited in the light of: (1) a relationship between metabolism and the enzymes involved in the initiation and elongation steps in chromosome replication, both of which can change the copy numbers of genes; in an analysis of 27 mutants in 19 genes encoding enzymes of the central carbon metabolism of B. subtilis, it was found that at least 12 of these genes were involved in coupling growth rates with the initiation and/or elongation steps of replication (L. Janniere, unpublished data); such mutants have differences in the proportions of genes on either side of the origin of replication (L. Janniere, unpublished data); (2) the likely proximity of a gene on the chromosome to the enzymes encoded by this gene (50). If these factors affect phenotype by altering the speed of replication by forks in
different regions in the chromosome, it would help explain the importance of gene location on the chromosome (34, 43, 82-84). Reciprocally, ongoing metabolism itself might alter the speed of replication insofar as transcriptional activity reflects metabolism; for example, the replisome could be slowed down by the co-oriented transcription of the genes encoding particular subsets of metabolic enzymes.

Changing the speed of replication by forks at different places on the chromosome has a considerable potential for the exploration of phenotype space if it is combined with the strand-specific segregation of hyperstructures. In the strand-specific proposal, the association of each parental strand with a particular set of hyperstructures and the continued association once replication has occurred ensures that daughter chromosomes have different phenotypes (16). The result of this combination is that whether two identical or different hyperstructures form at the same position on the new daughter chromosomes depends on the local and global speeds of replication since these speeds create the environment in which differentiation occurs. This environment is one of locally positive cooperation and globally negative competition for which a variety of mechanisms could be responsible. These mechanisms include the distribution of transcriptional activators and repressors, functioning-dependent changes in enzyme affinities, the binding of the constituents of one hyperstructure to those of another hyperstructure, and the folding of the chromosome (36, 85, 86). All these mechanisms could help produce coherent metabolic patterns in the daughter cells. A judicious marriage between simulation using programs such as HSIM and Petri nets and bench experimentation should identify the parameter values needed for such replication-based differentiation to occur.

7. Conclusion
A growing body of evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that variations in the speed of fork progression during replication play a major role in the coordination of gene expression and hyperstructure dynamics needed to create coherent phenotypes; such coordination would include metabolism feeding back into fork speed. In this hypothesis, the environment influences the assembly and activity of hyperstructures; in turn, these hyperstructures cause local changes in the speed of individual replication forks; these changes then alter the numbers of transcriptional activators and repressors and their binding sites as well as the relative numbers of particular genes; these alterations affect gene expression that, ultimately, feeds back to alter hyperstructures and, in particular, the hyperstructures that are associated with the strands so as to confer different hyperstructures and different phenotypes on the daughter cells (as proposed in the strand segregation hypothesis (16)).

Evidence for the hypothesis includes variation in the speed of the replication forks related to nutrient sensing and to replication-transcription conflict, the importance of the location of genes on their expression (and probably on hyperstructure formation), the role of metabolic enzymes in the initiation and elongation steps of replication, and the relationship between the copy number of genes and the metabolic state of the cell. Testing the replication-phenotype coupling hypothesis will require close collaborations across the disciplines and, in particular, between microbiologists studying the metabolism-replication relationship and computer scientists developing tools such as stochastic automata and Petri nets to simulate and study cellular processes.
8. Corollaries

8.1. Local positive feedback and global negative regulation can act not only via either activation or repression of gene expression but also via translation and degradation. In all cases, the end result is a hyperstructure that tends to maintain its own existence.

8.2. There is an epigenetic flavour to our hypothesis. If a bacterium replicates its chromosome, this is usually because it is growing. If it is growing, this is because it has the hyperstructures needed for growing. Hence, the mother cell already has one copy of a needed hyperstructure; if the genes in this hyperstructure are all on one strand, one of the future daughters inherits an established hyperstructure. This creates a status quo situation that is likely to affect the chance of the other daughter generating or not generating a sister hyperstructure.

8.3. Factors that affect the synthesis or degradation of the activator or repressor are clearly important in replication-phenotype coupling and include the position of the gene encoding the activator or repressor (whether it is before rest-stop A, or between rest-stops A and B, or after rest-stop B) and whether this gene is itself regulated by its own product. Given that the ratio of RNA polymerase to genes is a key parameter, these factors also include the temporal pattern of synthesis of transcriptionally active RNA polymerase and the spatial distribution of this enzyme (note that RNA polymerase itself is subject to local concentration effects).

8.4. In the light of a likely extensive inter- and intra-cellular metabolic heterogeneity, a rapid coupling between metabolism and DNA replication could affect not only the elongation step but also the initiation step, thereby generating a potentially very broad diversity of coherent phenotypes.

8.5. The effects of replication pausing on bringing genetic loci together (or on maintaining together loci that have come close to one another by diffusion etc.) will vary with the distance between these loci on the chromosome, how long pausing lasts and the concentrations of binding proteins and their affinities.
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